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use the word soul which is commonly the translation of pseuche, we use it

commonly to represent what is pneuma which is ordinarily translated

spirit f in the Bible. It is peculiar the way it works. Mixed up and

twisted around but the idea I think * is very clear.

X The Limits of Our Knowledge. There are matters which we can learn

with absolute certainty from the Bible. There is no other way to truly know

anything except as God has revelled it to us. But in the nature of language,

in the nature of human words, in the fact that He gave us a volume of this

size rather than something made of books with print small enough to fill this

whole room, why there are many many things on which He has not revealed

People go to the Bible and say, Is it this way or is it that way? And

they say it looks somewhat this way, but a little this way, so this must be

the truth. And I go to the Bible and say, Does the Bible say this? Does it

say that? Or does it not give us the information on this particular subject,

or at least does it not gives us information on this subject that in such a

way that I can with my present amount of Bible study really r be certain on

it.. I feel it is very important that we remember and keeep in mind the

limits of our knowledge and not go beyond them. Paul said that if this earthly

house of this tabernacle be disolved, we have in heaven an eternal dwelling

not made with hands. This flesh is a temporary dwelling. It is a marvellous

thing that God has given us. I don't think that any of us realize how wonderful

is the physical structure that He has made available to us.

I figured up a few years ago, I do not remember the exact figures, but

if I recall correctly it was something like this, that if you took the cells

in one ordinary human body and you put them about an inch apart they would go

many times around the earth, the cells from one human body. And every one of

these body cells - that's not counting blood and moving things - but body

cells, every one of these has within it the chromosones representing all

the qualities of that entire human body. It just staggers the immagination
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